The staining effect of cigarette smoke on different dental materials
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Abstract

Among the aesthetic properties of restorative and prosthetic materials used in dentistry, color stability is an important issue. Color changes are examined using many coloring agents such as coffee, tea and mouthwash. One of these coloring agents is cigarette smoke. The rapid increase in the number of cigarette users in the world and the presence of a wide variety of dental materials have made it popular to study the impact among them. The purpose of this mini review is to evaluate the studies examining the staining effects of smoking on dental composite and denture teeth. Some studies have shown that smoking has an effect on dental materials. However, more studies are needed to examine the effect of smoking on the color stability of new dental materials.

According to the World Health Organization, every year more than 8 million people die from tobacco use. On the other hand, exposure to others’ tobacco smoke contributes to heart disease, cancer and other diseases, causing an additional 1.2 million deaths annually. In addition to the harmful effect of tobacco on health, the total cost of smoking (along with health spending and productivity losses) is estimated to be 1.4 trillion USD per year and is equivalent to 1.8% of the world’s annual gross domestic product. (GDP) [1].

Currently, the relationship between covid-19 pandemic which is seen all over the world, and cigarette users is examined by researchers. Liu et al. studies have shown that among patients diagnosed with COVID-19, patients with a negative history (27.3%) were significantly higher than those with recovery or stabilization (3.0%) (p<0.018) [2].

Apart from many studies examining the relationship between smoking and general health, there are also studies examining the effects of smoking on oral health such as gingival tissue and implant [3]. In a study of 304 young adults, Machuca, et al. [3]. Showed that periodontal health of smokers was negatively affected. In addition to the negative effects of smoking on dental and surrounding tissues, it also has a coloring effect on dental materials used for aesthetic and restorative purposes. Nevertheless, there are few studies in the literature about the effect of cigarette smoke on aesthetic restorative materials [4–6]. These few studies especially examine composite resins and denture teeth.

Dental composites are among the most commonly used restorative materials of dentistry. There are many studies on various staining agents on the continuity of aesthetic properties and color stability [7,8]. Dietschi, et al. [8]. Detected color change in composites in their studies using Erythrosine as a coloring agent. Initial studies examining the coloring effect of smoking, Raptis et al. [7], found significant changes in the color stability of composites, then this subject was enriched in other studies. Some studies have examined the painting effect of cigarettes, considering the finishing and polishing of composite materials. Alandia, et al. [5] showed that unpolished composites, except for the siloran based type, were more affected by cigarette smoke and change color. Although polished samples give better results in these studies, all composites have been shown to be affected by cigarettes and change color.

Artificial teeth enable the replacement of lost natural teeth and play a significant role in the esthetic and functional outcomes of complete dentures. Dental esthetics are related to the selection of durable and color-stable dental materials, increasing attention has been paid to improving the stain...
resistance of artificial denture teeth [9]. While some of the studies investigating the effects of smoking on dentures have evaluated acrylic teeth from different brands [4], some have examined both acrylic and porcelain dentures [4]. In these studies, it was concluded that cigarette smoke changes the color of artificial denture teeth and that porcelain denture teeth are more color-stable than acrylic resin denture teeth. Ayaz, et al. [4], found that the denture teeth with porcelain content had less color change due to cigarettes in their study using acrylic resin, high strength acrylic resin and porcelain.

Clinical implication of this study is that when long term maintenance of the matched colour for the entire length of its service life is required; the smoking habits of the patients must also be considered, while the commercially available dental materials are being chosen and patients should be advised against excessive cigarette smoking. Also, manufacturers of restorative dental materials can make necessary changes in composition and manufacturing process, to increase color stability of materials.

More research is needed to examine the color stability of dental materials used in restorative and prosthetic dentistry. In particular, research on the effects of smoking on the color change of dental ceramics and CAD–CAM materials needs to be enriched.
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